Our Mission:
Educate, train and equip the world for great commission, reminding people of their equal natural rights in sharing the world, supporting them to reveal their potential and achieve their life goals.

Vision:
To educate, train and transform people’s lives by the power of joint efforts.

Slogan: Educating a generation to win a generation by;

Giving A Hand

Our Philosophy: Impacting behavioral change by addressing knowledge, skills and attitude gap
This report is an elaboration of all activities conducted and implemented in the month of October specifically under our main project of a school (Graben Junior Academy Primary School). This reports includes activities like normal formal teaching, staff meetings, co-curricular activities like football, netball, debate, quiz, education gardening, art and crafts and more.

At Graben Junior Academy school we teach the young generation to fit in the world not on the world and it is shown even through our school vision that states that ‘Nurturing the young generation for a bright future’ and following our school mission statement ‘A world with people who are ready to acquire knowledge, skills and change their attitudes and behaviors towards the development of our communities. Join us in our fundraising campaign aiming at improving classroom environment at Graben Junior Academy School.

Graben Orphanage Foundation Africa – GOFA we believe in a philosophy of one size fits all, this has laid a strong foundation for both the father foundation and the school. This is an indication that shows a bright future for the institution. So, involving beneficiaries that is guardians and pupils to be part of staff general meetings participate and sometimes makes decisions is a sign of a transparent system.

Teachers in a meeting  Pupil’s representatives in staff general meeting
Uganda as a country we base on agriculture as our economic backbone, so this led to GOFA and school management to design an agricultural sustainable project that is under Bucket D of co-curricular activity program called Education Gardening program of Graben Junior Academy School. This bucket is aiming at supporting and empowering pupils to acquire new modern farming techniques in addition to classroom knowledge.

We also believe in the power of creativity, this is a reason to why under co-curricular activities art and crafts (creativity) is in Bucket C. The school as our main project we believe that the craft and art pieces/products made by our pupils on a weekly basis could be a source of income to individuals or pupils clubs. Together let’s join hands in marketing pupil’s products.

A boy in a t-blue uniform is trying to make a mingling stick and girls also seriously making mats, Baskets out of natural resources respectively.

At Graben Junior School we can produce another Christiano and Messi’s of tomorrow through our co-curricular activity program in bucket A and B of talent building under Games and sports program. Let’s find sports gadgets for GOFA kids to achieve their talent goals in life.
GRABEN JUNIOR ACADEMY SCHOOL PROGRAMS

1. Formal education program (FEP) following the national primary curriculum
2. Entrepreneurship in education program (EEP)
3. Health to child program (HCP)
4. Co-curricular Activity program (CAP)

CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITY PROGRAM (CAP) BUCKETS

At Graben Junior Academy School we do have unfilled buckets that need your pour to get full as listed below;

**Bucket A consist of Games and sports**

**Bucket B is of Music Dance and Drama**

Talent building Bucket

**Bucket C is of art and craft**

Creativity Bucket

**Bucket D is of Education gardening**

Sustainable Bucket

**Bucket E is of Power of the tongue**

Debates, quiz, public speaking, storytelling, and pitching, motivational and inspirational speaking, leadership… Bucket.

However, much has been reported since the year 2018 started, lots of challenges some of them are still exist and others remedies had applied accordingly. But now we are done with the 10th month of the year 2018, I know you’re also tired of the same song about supporting Graben Orphanage Foundation Africa’s school acquire permanent land, staff salary, build structures, pupil’s welfare and the likes.

To be honest I am also saying enough is enough of not writing the same challenges in our reports anymore because trust me you too the reader you’re tired. Graben Orphanage Foundation Africa – GOFA is expecting to hear from you in form of signs, actions, verbally come before next second last month of the year 2018 report while giving an answer to stated question below.

Now, what should be done for our school to acquire its own land, build permanent structures, pay teacher’s salary, pupil’s sponsorship, pupil’s welfare?